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Abstract—The use of neural networks for recognition application is generally constrained by their inherent parameters inflexibility after the training phase. This means no adaptation is accommodated for input variations that have any influence on the network parameters. Attempts were made in this work to design a neural network that includes an additional mechanism that adjusts the threshold values according to the input pattern variations. The new approach is based on splitting the whole network into two subnets; main traditional net and a supportive net. The first deals with the required output of trained patterns with predefined settings, while the second tolerates output generation dynamically with tuning capability for any newly applied input. This tuning comes in the form of an adjustment to the threshold values. Two levels of supportive net were studied; one implements an extended additional layer with adjustable neuronal threshold setting mechanism, while the second implements an auxiliary net with traditional architecture performs dynamic adjustment to the threshold value of the main net that is constructed in dual-layer architecture. Experiment results and analysis of the proposed designs have given quite satisfactory conduct. The supportive layer approach achieved over 90% recognition rate, while the multiple network technique shows more effective and acceptable level of recognition. However, this is achieved at the price of network complexity and computation time. Recognition generalization may be also improved by accommodating capabilities involving all the innate structures in conjunction with Intelligence abilities with the needs of further advanced learning phases.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is an information processing paradigm that mimics biological nervous systems, such as the brain. Any ANN is composed of a large number of highly interconnected processing elements (neurons) working together in order to solve specific problems. ANNs, like human, learn by examples. The learning process involves adjustments to the synaptic connections (weights) that exist between the neurons. They have the ability to derive meanings from complicated or imprecise data which can be used to extract patterns and detect trends that are too complex to be noticed by either humans or other computer techniques. A trained NN can be thought of as an "expert" in the category of information it has been given to analyze. This expert can then be used to provide projections given new situations of interest and answer "what if" questions [1-4]. Moreover, ANNs have the following advantages [5]:

1. Self-Organization: An ANN can create its own organization or representation of the information it receives during learning time.
2. Real Time Operation: ANN computations may be carried out in parallel, and special hardware devices are being designed and manufactured which take advantage of this capability.
3. Fault Tolerance via Redundant Information Coding: Network capabilities may be retained even with partial or major network damage.
4. Adaptive learning: The ability to learn how to do tasks based on the data given for training or initial experience.
5. Pattern recognition: ANN can identify input pattern even if they were not used for training. In this case, the network gives the output that corresponds to a taught input pattern that is least different from the given pattern.

A. Architecture of Neural Networks

NN may be built in various architectures as follows:

a. Feed-forward network: ANNs allow signals to travel one way only; from input to output, i.e. output of any layer does not affect the same layer. They tend to be straight forward networks that associate inputs with outputs. They are extensively used in pattern recognition.

b. Recurrent networks: ANNs can have signals traveling in both directions by introducing loops in the network referred to as feedback network. They are very powerful and can get extremely complicated. They are dynamic; their 'state' is changing continuously until they reach an equilibrium point and remain at this point until the input changes. Then a new equilibrium needs to be found. This architecture is also referred to as interactive or recurrent.

c. Competitive neural networks: ANNs that are termed "self-organizing neural nets" or "Kohonen network". A Kohonen network is a two-layered network, much like the Perceptron. But the output layer for a two-neurode input layer can be represented as a two-dimensional grid. The input values are continuous, typically normalized to any value between -1 and +1. Training of the Kohonen network does not involve comparing the actual output with a desired output. Instead, the input vector is compared with the weight vectors leading to the competitive layer. The neurode with a weight vector most closely matching the input vector is called the winning neurode.

B. Perceptrons and Parametric Adaptation

Perceptrons were the early neural nets suggested by Frank Rosenblatt [5]. They mimic the basic idea behind the mammalian visual system. They were mainly used in pattern recognition even though their capabilities extended a lot more. Moreover, Minsky and Papert [6] later described the limitations of single layer Perceptrons that led to significant decreased interest in NN. This state continued until the realization of multilevel Perceptrons with appropriate training.
that managed to realize more complicated operations. These principles led to sophisticated architectures to appear along with their training techniques and algorithms. NN training basically is the process of adapting the connection scheme initiated with random values in a manner such that input/output association is enabled to be tagged to each other. Different training algorithms have been suggested and oriented to optimize many measures of speed, error compensations, upgrading generalization capabilities and suit the nature of the structural elements. In general, most of the algorithms considered two adaptive parameters; weight and threshold values.

Due to the simplicity of computation, the latter (as in fig 1-a) has been represented as an extended pseudo connection weight [7] (as in fig 1-b). Hence, weights emerge as the decisive factor of adaptation or training in most of the developed models. The figure thus depicts the threshold to weight representation, where \( w_i \), \( i = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, n \) are true connection weights, while \( w_{n+1} \) is pseudo weight added to accommodate the effect of threshold adjustment.

The architecture of the proposed schemes in this paper reconsiders the idea of integrating weights and threshold as common parametric attributes into their original nature, i.e. separate weight and threshold values. The weights are taken as association mean of traditional conduct, whereas threshold is regarded as an active parameter that continues to vary in accordance with input. This enables the overall structure of NN to respond dynamically even after the completion of traditional training. Furthermore, such considerations necessitate an additional phase of training that cover the requirement of generalization training as a complementary training phase. In this context, fig 2. clarifies three stages for utilizing the architecture of the proposed schemes. Fig 2-a depicts traditional training stage where the extended scheme (the generalization supported structure) is an idle structure, hence training is entirely traditional, resembling Pavlov principle, as the traditional scheme weights are the only affected parameters. Once the traditional training completed, all weights are fixed, allowing generalized training to commence as shown in fig 2-b. This phase is driven by applying discrete class bias values that discriminate each pattern class from others and tuning the generalization weights of the extended scheme. This training mode stands for the classification embedded process along the traditional association, as each pattern class is given a common bias value. Such capability in fact denotes two tasks of supervising the training process; target tagging and class definition of input. Finally, fig 2-c illustrates the implementation phase, where obviously all weights were fixed except threshold value tuning the output layer according to the input patterns. The extended scheme is modeled in the current work in two levels; single supportive layer and auxiliary net that tunes all layers of the traditional net. The contribution of this scheme can be attributed to the above detailed characteristics.

C. Classification and Recognition

The most important performance criterion of NNs is their generalization ability [8]. Perceptrons work as linear classifiers as reported by Chuanyi and Sheng [9] can do a little better than...
making random guesses. These classifiers, when combined through a majority vote, can result into good generalization performance and a fast training time. To improve classification and recognition using ANNs, many methods were developed. Ishibuchi and Nii [19] used fuzzification of input vector to avoid over fitting. Recently, a new algorithm [11] to improve the learning performance of neural network through results-feedback, called FBBP algorithm, presented by Wu and Wang, can improve ANNs’ generalization ability too. This FBBP-based algorithm is an inner-and-outter layer learning method in which weight value renewing plays the dominating role with the assistance of input renewing. It minimizes the error function of neural network through the dual functioning of weight value and input vector value tuning, where tuning of the input vector is similar to fuzz the input vector. This idea brings new inspiration that people had previously devoted large amounts of time for tuning weights of NNs in order to improve their performance (including the generalization ability), but lacked new ideas. Feng et al. [12] suggested an approach that appropriately shrinks or magnifies input vector, thereby makes the generalization ability of NNs improved. This algorithm is called “Shrinking-Magnifying Approach” (SMA) that finds the appropriate shrinking-magnifying factor (SMF) and obtains a new neural network having better generalization ability. Ganchev et al. [13] tackled generalized locally recurrent probabilistic neural networks GLRPNN, for text independent speaker verification. It is contrasted with that of Locally Recurrent PNNs, Diagonal Recurrent Neural Networks, Infinite Impulse Response and Finite Impulse Response MLP-based structures, as well as with Gaussian Mixture Models-based classifier. Although these methods can improve the classification and recognition ability of ANNs to some extent, however, the problem is generally still not completely solved. This can be attributed to the fact that the principle behavior of ANNs is of instance-based learning, i.e. they are expected to learn any relation using limited data but they should respond properly to inputs they have never seen before [14]. Therefore, it is impossible for ANNs to solve all the problems by learning from limited examples. Hence, research for developing new methods to improve classification and recognition ability of ANNs is still of great importance.

This paper presents two modifications to ANN structure with the aim of enhancing classification and recognition ability. They are both based on Pavlov and Piaget theorems [15, 16]. Basically the suggested structures incorporate an extra layer (s) added to traditional networks in order to introduce dynamical adjustment to the threshold values during implementation phase. Genetic Algorithm technique is adopted for the network training. The process involves two learning cycles; one deals with the traditional NN scheme while the other deals with the additional layer (s). The first stands for Pavlov learning assimilating capability and the second substantiates Piaget arguine through the accommodating capability. Different testing data have been used in a wide range of experiments. Adequate results of success are gained and that in turn used to approve the validity of the proposed model.

D. Background; Pavlov and Piaget Generalization Structural Interpretation

Throughout the intensive studies of human brain, neural networks appear as one of the successful and efficient abstracting models. These models prompted enormous interest of researches in psychology and physiology besides other related supporting applied sciences and medical investigations. The concrete basis, used to establish the main concept, is envisaged to lay on Pavlov theorem of conditional simple association [16]. This theorem has been conjugated with Hebb’s theorem to simulate the weighting characteristics of the reticular formation of the in between cell connections of the nervous system, especially the synaptic junctions [17]. However, there were no literal interpretation to the natural processing carried out in the brain as a system with its associated behavior and constituents.

Based on the foregoing discussion and that of the psychological fundamentals, it could be stated that Pavlov theorem is faithfully interpreted and implemented with the traditional neural network models, but unfortunately to what relates Piaget’s theorem, these networks failed to do so. It is known through the literature of the developed models, generalization is envisaged as an intuitive and as side effect of the connection schemes. While the significant deduction, as Piaget argued, generalization is an active learned process rather than being passive behavior of an association scheme. This might address the major obstacle stands behind improving the generalization capability of the traditional connection schemes where generalization enhancement had been attributed to data selection and net layering dimension scales as major trajectories of the efforts devoted for the developing purposes [18].

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Two modified models of the traditional artificial neural network ANN structure are suggested in this paper. They are introduced aiming to enhance the classification and recognition ability of ANN. They are both based on Pavlov and Piaget theorems [15, 16] one involves a supportive layer as an extension to the ANN after the output layer and the other involves an auxiliary NN that support the traditional NN, as will be shown in the following.

A. Supportive Layer Scheme

This scheme involves dynamic response to data generation by simply incorporates the addition of an extra output layer with its own biasing neuron to the traditional neural network. This network consists of input layer, number of hidden layers and an output layer with biasing neuron and will be referred to hereafter as the atomic scheme. The extra layer is designed to differ from those of the common preceding ones in the connection layout by its neuronal threshold setting mechanism and control of its variations. The weights matrix of the
traditional layers is adjusted during the training phase but they are kept constant at the testing phase, whereas the additional layer keeps on changing its neuronal thresholds on both of the training and testing phases. Therefore, the static structure nature of the neural network is observed for the traditional network, i.e. the signals propagate from the input to the output layers via the hidden layers on fixed values of connection weights and threshold values as they imply the main data association. However, this model suggests neuronal threshold tuning of a specified layer in order to accommodate variations in the inputs that have not been seen before during training stage. Moreover, a convenient procedure has been adopted for training the whole network with the aid of Genetic Algorithm. The schematic diagram of the proposed model is illustrated as shown in fig 3. It illustrates the traditional NN scheme followed by the added Supportive Layer. This layer extends signal propagation of the whole net in order to generate the output in two modes; the first deals with the required output of trained patterns with predefined settings, while the second tolerates output generation dynamically with tuning capability for any newly applied input.

A band selector neuron is incorporated in the last layer of the atomic scheme. This neuron is employed to initiate neuronal threshold tuning of the supportive layer. The output of this neuron is used as a bias to the supportive layer. Therefore, unlike all layers of the atomic scheme, wherein a bias input is adjusted and kept fixed afterwards, the supportive layer tunes its neuronal threshold values in accordance to the output of the band selector neuron continually. In fact, this output is made to be regulated as a function of the input of the whole model.

However, the major association attributes of the supporting layer denotes the weight values of the connections needed to link the band selector neuron to its neurons, and they are committed to the second cycle of model training. This cycle, definitely, will be commenced when the first cycle terminates and obtains the needed association in similar manner to that of the classical phase of training in traditional nets. The only difference here is that an extra output value is added to each pattern of the training set, as an additional argument representing band selector output. It must be noted here that neurons of the last layer in the atomic scheme are connected to their counterparts of the supporting layer with unity weight and in one-to-one configuration. Therefore, the complete model incorporates both, association and classification functions. However, output generation here is regarded as a result of adaptable propagation mean rather than being static mean. A proper mode can be described by the following expression.

\[
\text{Output} = f(\text{weight scheme, bias}) \ldots . . . (1) \\
\text{(Normal operation)} \quad \text{(Static attributes)} \quad \text{(Input dependent attributes)} \quad \text{(testing & impl. phase)}
\]

Where, bias works as a reference for the classification process and weight scheme works as a reference for the association structure. Detailed training and testing of the supportive layer scheme is reported in [6].

Fig 3 NN Scheme with supportive layer

a. Auxiliary Net Scheme

As an extension of the supportive layer scheme, a novel model of a dual network scheme or cooperative network is proposed. It features a full dynamic layering response instead of single layer. In this scheme, two cooperative networks are involved termed as main and auxiliary nets as shown in fig 4.

The main net accepts inputs and correspondingly generates associating output. While the auxiliary net acts as a driving net for the threshold settings of the main net. Such dual structure of neural networks addresses both pattern association and pattern classification. Hence, the main net stands for the association task whereas the auxiliary net carries out the classification task that supplements the main net. The auxiliary net acts as a real time threshold values generator corresponding to the applied input. These values are fed as bias settings to the main net in order to drift the activation functions of the scheme and hence, properly tuning the resultant output to be generated in agreement with the pattern class threshold space. Therefore, this design introduces the principle of dynamically tuning threshold values during testing and normal operations phases rather than depending only on gained network experience at the training phase. i.e. more accurate and interactive recognition possibilities are likely to be achieved.
The suggested mechanism forces the net response to follow input patterns in adapting the threshold in terms of a drifted threshold value instead of being a constant value during the data retrieval phase and hence it is made capable of involving two significant properties, namely supporting input patterns and making net operation dynamically responsive to the inputs instead of being static scheme.

III. MODEL DESCRIPTION

A detailed diagram of the proposed model is shown in fig 4. It consists of two interlinked neural networks; main and auxiliary networks. The main network is a feed forward traditional structure with a dual-layer set. It accepts inputs and generates corresponding outputs. Each dual-layer consists of two sets of neurons except for the input layer which consists of one set only. The neurons of the first set are connected to the neurons of the second set through a full weight link \((w = 1)\) with one to one configuration. Moreover, the first set adjusts its neuron thresholds by standard bias structure where a unity bias feeder is mounted and related connections are reticulated to each neuron. Whereas neurons of the second set are made such that their thresholds are adjusted by bias resources taken from the auxiliary network. Furthermore, the activation function of the second set in the dual-layer is chosen to be linear function whereas for the first set, any activation function can be implemented depending on the design requirements. The auxiliary net is a traditional scheme, taking its input signals as the same inputs of the main net, i.e. input patterns are simultaneously fed to the main and the auxiliary networks. The outputs of this net constitute a set of neurons, which are fed as bias resources to the second set of the dual-layers of the main net successively. Therefore, the number of output neurons in the auxiliary net equals to the number of the dual-layers excluding the input layer. Functionally as the model shows, there are two different responses characterizing each network independently. The main net works as associating network as it relates input-output patterns, while the auxiliary net generates a related output (set of thresholds) to the input patterns, which can be described as a classifier. Therefore, the complete model integrates both, association and classification functions cooperatively. This fact is interpreted along the following functional expressions:

\[
\text{Output} = f(\text{weight scheme, bias}) \ldots \ldots (2)
\]

\(\text{(Normal operation)} \quad \text{Fixed attributes) (Input dependent attributes)} \quad \text{(testing & impl. phase)}\)

The bias here works again as a reference for the classification process resulting as output from the auxiliary net and main net weight scheme works as a reference for the association structure. It works to maintain that those two schemes are the outcome of two integrated training phases, a traditional training simulates Pavlov mode of learning and generalization training simulates Piaget mode of learning.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

Genetic Algorithm technique is adopted to determine the overall connection structure parameters for the implementation of both schemes understudy. Moreover, although there are no anomalous restrictions to apply dedicated activation function or limit bounds to the input and output levels, it is found more applicable to use identity mode of activation function to the supportive layer (or the second layer of the dual-layer structure). This function offers efficient error compensation when output drifts are detected on the preceding layer of the traditional scheme, and thus it tends to recall the required output at the supportive layer (or the second layer of the dual-layer structure) responses throughout the training. The implementation of both schemes is considered in the following.

A. Implementation of the Supportive Layer Scheme

A pre-organization is adopted to facilitate the training: patterns of the training set emergently are divided into two groups; the first ideally involves the most primitive pattern associations, while the second involves the patterns that are supposed to support the generalization capability. These patterns, in general, are extended by an extra argument in their related outputs. The value of this argument is given zero estimation to all patterns of the first group, and a random number to the patterns of the second group. Training can be characterized by two stages, namely the concerned structure of NN denotes the atomic structure involving the band selector expanding the last layer. The connection of the last layer of the atomic net to the supportive layer is one-to-one with the bias of each
neuron at this layer is derived from the band selector neuron resulting into the determination of the weights of the bias connections only.

B. Implementation of the Auxiliary net Scheme

This scheme is designed to implement two different modes of responses, classical response for simple association and a non classical for higher level classification. The first mode covers signal propagation from input to output along the main net. The first set of each dual-layer organization in the main net sums up its inputs applies the activation function and generates the outputs correspondingly. Meanwhile, the second set is switched into an idle state because no drifting for threshold is stimulated due to the full connection weighting linking each neuron to the preceding one. Therefore the output on the second set is simply identical to the output of the first set in each of the dual-layer configuration. In the second mode, tuning process for the activation function of the second set is stimulated to show anomalous mode of operation. When the first set of the dual-layer configuration sums up the inputs and applies its activation functions, it transfers the output to the second set. The second set is no longer being in idle mode, because it will drift the threshold in accordance with the generated bias injected from the auxiliary net via the generalization connections. Here, the model acts as an adaptive structure rather than being static. i.e. the threshold values are adaptively changing in accordance with input patterns. This dynamic threshold modification enhances adaptation of the designed network to any input drift away from the standard patterns. Before initiating the training phase, two separate tables are needed. Obviously the first table fulfills the main network training and the second is needed for the training of the auxiliary net. For the first table, pattern association (inputs and outputs) is divided into three sections. The first stands for standard patterns and the second for non-standard pattern group and the third for performance measurement as a testing group. The second table is constructed independently in order to adjust the output of the association. In this table, the input patterns have the same number and take the same values of those of the first table, while the outputs number is assigned equals to the number of the dual-layers in the main net.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Probably the major problem which researchers confront in the course of testing any proposed neural network structure is the standardization issue of the compared schemes. Structural constituents of layering organization, neuronal compositions of each layer and the data of the underlying applications used are the main parameters addressed into this context. Anyway results could not be judged perfectly certain without any doubts. That is because of the absence of identical simulation programming coding, data representation and training algorithms. However, it is intended in this work to standardize the comparison parameters between the traditional nets and the presented structure as much as possible. Specifying same constituents with different examples and utilizing common data, which have been provided on Proben1 set [12], denotes all the possible trends that have been implemented to conduct the experimentation task. In this task, Genetic Algorithm is used as the training tool. Results of the two proposed schemes are summarized and discussed below.

A. Supportive layer scheme

Experiments on the supportive layer scheme involve wide range of application fields as shown in Table 1. It also lists the number of data items allocated for training and testing. The provided application data is usually divided into two sets constituting 80% and 20% ratios of the universe for training and testing purposes, respectively. Moreover, the 80% sample set is further been subdivided into two groups in order to cover the requirements of the first and second training stages of the proposed network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>No. of inputs</th>
<th>No. of Outputs</th>
<th>No. of Patterns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Types</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flair</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majority</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functions</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the cancer diagnosis example under study, various numbers of layers and neurons for the NN structure were implemented that results into different network specifications which can be summarized in Table II. For all the three different configurations listed in table 2, both the mean square error (MSE) and the recognition improvements are measured. The error measurements were conducted extensively for training and testing phases, both for the atomic net alone and the net with supportive layer. The details are listed in [6].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Popula-</th>
<th>Muta-</th>
<th>Selected</th>
<th>Hidden &amp;</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ions</td>
<td>Rate</td>
<td>cells</td>
<td>function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>Rank 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>Rank 10,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>Rank 14,10,6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE CANCER DIAGNOSIS NN
B. Auxiliary Net Scheme

The standard data given by Probin [19] were used for the experiment conducted on the proposed auxiliary NN structure. Similar to the case of the supportive layer scheme, different combinations of network elements such as number of hidden layers, number of neural cells in input, hidden and output layers were implemented aiming to reduce the mean square error of the overall network. Genetic algorithm technique is adopted for the network training with different mutations and number of employed generations. It is intended not to exaggerate the number of generations in order to notice the effect of generalization training and to what extent it can compensate for the error. This technique of intentional low adaptation of weights is followed by the authors in order to be able to magnify the effect of the generalization improvements caused by the support of auxiliary net despite the reduction in the number of generations.

It is noticed that in order to gain the same results with traditional structure and training scheme, the number of generations drastically exceeds this number, (practically it is > 3000). A number of 300 generations with 100 population size for the traditional net learning is chosen as initial training in all tests understudy while performance measurement of generalization is embodied via the integrating weight adaptation of auxiliary to main connecting weights (or generalization weights). And 20% mutation ratio is used to moderate the spreading of searching in the variable ace.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>MSEi</th>
<th>MSEp</th>
<th>Recognition Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.7781</td>
<td>1.8529</td>
<td>33.33 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1048</td>
<td>0.0510</td>
<td>51.34 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0840</td>
<td>0.0756</td>
<td>10.00 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.0640</td>
<td>0.5318</td>
<td>50.02 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.9203</td>
<td>1.2152</td>
<td>56.38 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In our experiment, the calculated mean square error, MSE is computed for two different stages; MSEi for main net only (running 300 generations), and MSEp for the main and auxiliary net working together. The results are listed in Table 3, which show remarkable improvement in the network recognition capability. A recognition improvement of about 56% was noticed [20].

It is also noticed that the number of iterations in the experiment conducted is far less as compared with those reported using traditional neural network scheme only reported by Dayhoff [21]. This improvement is surely attributed to the incorporation of the auxiliary net with its classification enhancement behavior that positively affects the association action of the main net. This process obviously boosted the association action intelligence of the traditional neural network, theoretically Claimed by Caudill and Butler [22].

VI. CONCLUSION

The conducted experiments reflect the logical interpretation of the psychological postulates by modifying the traditional feed forward models with extension neuron structures utilizing Pavlov dependent scheme at their related training phases. This design resembles the assimilating human mental capabilities. Moreover, the extending neural net structures accommodate the enhanced capabilities that involve all innate structures in conjunction with Intelligence abilities but with a need for further advanced learning phases. i.e. it suggests neural network structure designs based on high level learning theorems for behavioral development. The procedure involves both assimilating capability of Pavlov and the accommodating capability of Piaget. Merging psychological learning concept with artificial neural network capabilities in order to improve intelligence representation and performance may be considered as a novel approach. To simulate the inherent behavior that exist in biological neural cells of dynamic knowledge adjustment during recognition process, the added auxiliary net in the proposed scheme facilitates continuous adjustment of threshold. This is suggested in order to accommodate variations in the input patterns away from the standard patterns. The design improvements can be attributed to the fact that the proposed model was developed based on both functional and behavioral philosophies.
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